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2022 (JAN-MAR)

Wow! It was such a bustling quarter packed with events, celebrations,
achievements and collaboration. After two years of virtual sessions,
seeing the school echo with the lively and happy sounds of children and
teachers felt like a breath of fresh air. A learning community is indeed a
growing and thriving community and seeing the transformational
potential of every member within our learning community strengthens
our belief in invoking this human agency to create a brighter and better
world. 

We hope you enjoy seeing some beautiful and happy moments from the
quarter that was!



Little minds imagine great things and hold big dreams inside those tiny
eyes. Holistic education gives a platform to children to express themselves
freely without any inhibitions. And we believe that every dream, emotion
and thought is valid and needs to be heard. That’s how ‘Expressions’ event
commenced which has given numerous children and teachers the space
to explore their interests and share their views with others.  

What a spectacular Career Fair put
up by our 8th Graders at the World of
Exposure event!  
How many of you felt confident while
transitioning to a new career? Along
with academics and conceptual
knowledge, what children need to
learn is to apply this to the real
world. In today’s dynamic 21st
century, the development of life skills
is extremely important for children.
The World of Exposure- career
readiness programme equips our
children to be ‘Future-Ready in the
21st Century!’ 
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‘Gender Equality Today for a
Sustainable Tomorrow’ was the
theme for International Women’s Day
2022. To achieve our goal of gender
equity and inclusion, we all need to
#breakthebias today and the role
teachers have in breaking down
these gender biases is important.
Women’s Day was yet another
opportunity for children and teachers
to challenge common stereotypes
and sensitize each other about
gender equality. 



Ms. Gauravi Jadhav, Leader Early
Childhood Development, attended the
state level consultation and development
of school readiness programme ‘Vidya
Pravesh’ at SCERT Pune. Vidya Pravesh
Module is a three month play based
school preparation module for Grade 1
students with the aim of their overall well-
being and holistic development.  

THE EDUCATION BULLETIN

Kindness, sharing, affection, empathy
needs to be integrated within the
culture of the school if we want our
children to grow up as compassionate
individuals who care for humanity and
the planet. Our schools celebrated
Valentine’s Week in the most special
and unique way by engaging in
random acts of kindness towards the
community and the environment. 

Congratulations to our little artist,
Sufiyan Arif Mulla from Grade 3 for
receiving a certificate and trophy from
the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation
(BMC) at the drawing competition ‘Bal
Chitrakala Spardha’ organized by the
Hon’ble Mayor.  



Our children from N.M.Joshi Marg MPS
school have done us proud during the
‘Journalist Atmaram More Memorial Inter
School U/16 Kabaddi Tournament’
organized by Atmaram More Pratishthan.
Shivam Salunkhe from Grade 6 was
honoured with a medal for being the best
player of the match and Sarvesh Redekar
from Grade 8 secured a medal for
maintaining discipline during the match. 

THE EDUCATION BULLETIN

It was a musical day at the ‘Music for
Schools’ annual day organized by the
National Centre for the Performing Arts
(NCPA) in which our students also
performed with great enthusiasm. It’s
indeed our teachers who ignite every
child’s creativity with their care, support
and encouragement.  

Our children from Gokhale Road South
MPS Sayani Road school and Prabhadevi
MPS school presented projects on a wide
range of topics during the iCan School
Challenge, an Adani Group Initiative for a
cleaner future. We are so happy so
announce that our children’s projects
were selected and their ideas were
greatly appreciated.

  



Fostering friendships across oceans and continents! Our engagement with
the pre-school children from Shaftesbury school, UK, has fostered cultural
exchange and brought us closer as a community. Their school team
conducted an online session with our preschool children on London's culture
and also engaged them in creative hands-on activities. Cultural exchange is
indeed beautiful and paves way towards a more inclusive world. 
  

A LEARNING COMMUNITY

Highly impressed with the overall school, teachers,
curriculum and the students. The pedagogy

resembles any high-end school and is a good
initiative for low-income households.

- RBL Team  

  


